INDEX—THE PATENT SYSTEM: I

Administrative Handling of Patent Cases, 659.
Alien Property, 711, 741.
Antitrust Laws, 788, 802, 803, 806.
Atomic Energy (see Patents and Atomic Energy)

Author's Certificates, 785.

Cancellation of Patents, 658.
Cartels, 777.

Competition, 650, 669, 673, 674, 675, 676, 678, 771.
Compulsory Licensing, 662, 668, 757, 758, 759, 773, 793, 805, 806.
Compulsory Working, 774.
Concentration of Technology, 675.

Contractors (see Control of Patent Rights Resulting from Federal Research; University Research)

Control of Patent Rights Resulting from Federal Research
extent of federal research, 714; the government as patent owner, 715; inventions of federal employees: legal principles, 716; current practices, 722; policy considerations, 725; objections to government ownership, 728; objections to leaving patent rights to employees, 730; inventions of government contractors: legal principles, 734; current practices, 735; policy considerations, 736; arguments supporting government ownership, 739; conclusion, 745. See also 690, 785.

Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property (see International Patent Convention)

Counter-indemnity (see Patent Costs of Military Procurement)

Cross-licensing, 675.

"Defensive" Patent Applications, 800.

Delay in the Issuance of Patents, 672.

Development of Inventions, 666, 668, 677, 678, 689, 693, 740, 754, 797.

Disclosure of Invention, 651, 656, 667.

Engineering Fees, 709.

Excessive Royalties, 703, 708, 709.

Experimental Use, 753.

Federal Employees (see Control of Patent Rights Resulting from Federal Research)


Foreign Policy (see Nationalization and International Patent Relations)

Foreword, 645.

Government Employees (see Control of Patent Rights Resulting from Federal Research)

Government Patents (see Control of Patent Rights Resulting from Federal Research)

Importation of Patented Goods, 772, 769.

Improvement Patents, 674.

Incentive Theory, 661, 666, 668, 669, 670, 677, 678, 679.

Indemnity Provisions (see Patent Costs of Military Procurement)

Industrial Research Laboratories, 690.

Infringement
liability of government for, 696; liability of government suppliers, 696; remedies, 651, 668, 802; accounting, 651; damages, 720, 651; injunction, 651, 668, 720. See also 720, 796, 804.

Interference Procedure, 799, 800.

International Patent Convention provisions, 765; background, 766; patents versus no-patents, 766; German attitude, 767; Vienna Conference, 768; American program, 769; patents as property rights and as instruments of policy, 770; compulsory working, 770, 774; importation of patented goods, 772; compulsory licensing, 773; transition from free trade to high tariffs, 776; German chemical industry, 776; patent cartels, 776; international patent pools, 779. See also 791.

International Patent Relations (see Nationalization and International Patent Relations; International Patent Convention)

Invalid Patents (see Validity)

Invention, 657, 658, 665, 667, 671, 772, 798.

Invention and Public Policy
public interest and the Patent System, 649; advantages of Patent System, 652; the contract theory, 652; the reward theory, 652; disadvantages of Patent System, 654; performance of the contract, 656; adequacy of disclosure, 656; spurious patents, 657; patent litigation, 658; the reward, 661; the patent as incentive, 661; other incentives to invent and exploit, 663; small business, 662; period of the grant, 663; classes of patents, 663; scope of claims, 664; standards of invention, 664; "reward" concept, 666; stimulus theory, 666; "one-price" Patent System, 667; inflexibility, 668; petty patents, 668; narrowing of claims, 668; alternative inducements, 669; subsidies, 670; the real price, 671; abuses, 672; summary
and conclusion, 677; factual investigations, 679.

Inventions Resulting from Government Research (see Control of Patent Rights Resulting from Federal Research)

Judicial Review, 801, 802.

Licenses
selective and restrictive, 676; exclusive, 749; federally owned patents, 715. See also 709, 789.

Licenses of Right, 774.

Litigation of Patent Cases, 658, 660, 663, 802 (see also Infringement)

Medical Patents, 691, 756, 759.

Monopoly, 655, 672, 673, 674, 679, 797.

Nationalization and International Patent Relations
rise and implications of socialism, 782; patents and socialized economies, 783; status of the patents from nationalizing governments, 784; rewards for inventors in nationalized industries, 785; transfer of patent rights to nationalizing governments, 786; "national treatment" and "reciprocal treatment," 788; American policy, 789; pooling of foreign patents, 791; practices of American corporations, 792; effect of nationalization on existing patent rights, 794.

Natural Law, 725.

"Nuisance" Patents, 800.

Non-use, 676, 770, 771, 783, 806.


Opposition Proceedings, 658.

"Package Licensing," 673.

Patent Costs of Military Procurement
experience prior to World War II, 695; procurement from unlicensed sources: remedies for infringement by government and government suppliers, 696; patent provisions in contracts, 697; indemnity and counter-indemnity, 697; security, 698; negotiated purchases, 698; renegotiation, 701; unchallenged infringement, 702; waiver of indemnity and blanket licenses, 702; adjustment of royalties: cases illustrative of wartime expansion of royalties, 793; Royalty Adjustment Act, 704; principles of administration, 705; standards for determining reasonable royalties, 705; negotiation, 705; interservice and interdepartmental procedure, 706; problems of administration, 707; engineering fees, 709; leases of patented machinery, 709; price-fixing provisions, 710; relation to contract renegotiation, 710; patents of enemy aliens, 711; actions taken, 712; savings in royalty costs, 712.


Patent Office, 659, 677, 798.

Patent Pools, 675, 676.

Patent Procedures, 798.

Patents and Atomic Energy
the Atomic Energy Act, 746; patent policy of the Manhattan District, 747; table showing patent provisions of Act, 749; devices used in production of fissionable material and military weapons: single-use devices, 750; multiple-use devices, 751; devices used in research, 752; non-production and non-military devices, 754; procedures for reporting production devices and military weapons, 757; compulsory licensing and royalties, 758; power to requisition and condemn patents, 759; compensation: eligibility, 760; standards for determining, 761; judicial review, 763; conclusion, 764. See also 679, 743, 805.

Period of Grant, 677.

Petty Patents, 668.

Price-fixing, 676, 710.

Proposed Modifications in the Patent System
general considerations, 796; patent procedures, 796; patents and the antitrust laws, 802; compulsory licensing, 805.

Reform Proposals (see Proposed Modifications in the Patent System)

Remedies for Infringement (see Infringement)

Renegotiation
royalties as allowable costs, 701. See also 710, 711, 713.

Research, 676, 677, 678, 679, 680, 683, 689, 714, 729, 754, 787. (see also Control of Patent Rights Resulting from Federal Research; University Research)

Reward Theory, 679.

Royalty Adjustment Act, 704, 709, 712, 713. See also Patent Costs of Military Procurement.

Scientific Advisers for Courts, 659.


Secret Patents, 747.


Small Business, 679.

Socialism (see Nationalization and International Patent Relations)

Sponsored Research (see University Research)

Spurious Patents (see Validity)

Standards of Invention (see Invention)

Subsidies, 670, 671.

Table Showing Patent Provisions of Atomic Energy Act, 749.

Tariffs, 776, 786.

Technological Information, 658.

Trade Associations, 676.

Trade-Marks, 674.

"Twenty-Year Bill," 672, 799.

Tying Clauses, 672, 763.

University Research
dedication of discoveries, 680; ethics of patenting, 681; objectives in obtaining patents, 681; research stimulated by government and industry, 683; prevailing policies, procedures and practices, 684; diversity of practice, 684; patent provisions in contracts of employment, 685; assignment of patent rights, 686; administration and patent
management, 686; publication of results of investigation, 686; sponsored research, 686; discoveries within the inventor's field of employment, 687; contributions in institutional time, money or facilities, 688; student research, 688; research financed by institutions, 688; assignment of title to inventions, 689; costs of obtaining patents, 689; discoveries affecting health, 689; medical discoveries, 691; personal gain and public interest, 692; patent management problems, 693. See also 662, 742.

Validity, 657, 658, 659, 677, 707, 708, 801, 804.

Wartime Patent Policies (see Patent Costs of Military Procurement)